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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never 
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at 
the maps on this page, you will note that PV  (as the locals call it) is on 
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - 
one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of 
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the 
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre 
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in 
the Pacific.  Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but 
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.  
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the 
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

You are here, finally! 
We wish you a warm

yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your 
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at 
your hotel.  Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.

WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything 
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a 
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed 
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned 
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, 
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that 
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in 
the Old Town and on the South Side.

DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation 
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s 
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto 
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for 
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that 
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the 
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what 
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On 
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification 
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you 
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled 
water just about anywhere.

EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often 
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. 
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the 
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to 
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for 
more info: 293-3690.

LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take 
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before 
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the 
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path. 
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And 
don’t worry - this is a safe place.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates 
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by 
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown, 
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so 
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free 
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the 
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget 
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help 
you check it out or lodge a complaint.

Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.  
Download their app in your smartphone.

TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time, 
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the 
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz 
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc.  North 
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on 
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long 
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments 
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!

CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and 
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and 
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322, 
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit 
the prefix if dialling a land line.

LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill 
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids, 
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices 
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In 
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the 
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave, 
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.

MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate 
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio), 
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners.  Better 

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION:  350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny 

days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the 
rainy season extends from late June to early October.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety 
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer, 
raccoon, etc.

SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine 
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where 
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of 
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of 
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter. 
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to 
its shores to lay their eggs.

ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism, 
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture, 
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon, 
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in 
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely 
accepted.

BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes. 
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers 
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another 
bus. There are no “transfers”.

TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the 
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with 
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want 
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you 
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver 
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions 
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you 
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds 
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port 
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It’s TIME, the end of Central 
Standard Time (CST) and the 
return to Central Daylight Saving 
Time (CDST) in most of Mexico 
- including our State of Jalisco 
and the southern parts of the 
State of Nayarit, along the Bay of 
Banderas.

Therefore, on this first Sunday of 
the month, April 4th, areas on CST 
spring forward to Central Daylight 
Saving Time at 2:00 a.m. local time.

So… don’t forget to turn your 
clocks forward one hour before 
going to sleep on Saturday night, 
April 3rd.  You wouldn’t want to be 
one hour late for your appointment 
…or your flight, would you? 

SPRING FORWARD!

Welcome to the second most unusual 
pandemic Springtime in Puerto Vallarta!

This is repetitive, I know, but I want to 
do something I don’t do often enough, and 
that is to express a big Thank You! to all 
our contributors, readers and advertisers 
(especially those who have chosen to continue 
advertising during these difficult times, just so 
that we may be able to continue printing the 
Mirror.)

Without doubt, this was the worst winter 
season we’ve had since the Mirror came into 
being in October 2008 – until the unsolicited 
virus hit.  

Again, we ask you, our readers, to continue 
helping us.  It’s easy: just tell your favorite 
restaurant, pastry shop, physician, gym, dog 
walker or interior decorator about us.  

(PVBS) - A history professor at the University of Mezcal and Tequila, 
Professor Fernando Arturo Keno Estrella Rodriguez, has traced the 
practice of creating Aprils Fool’s Day pranks and stories to the period of 
Constantine’s rule. 

Professor Estrella claims that a group of court jesters jocularly told 
the emperor that jesters could do a better job of running the empire. The 
amused emperor nominated the jester, Kugel, to be the king for a day. 

Professor Estrella claaims that the jester passed an edict calling for 
absurdity on that day (April first) and since then the custom has become 
an annual event. Professor Estrella explained the jester’s role as being 
able to put serious matters into perspective with humor.

Editorial If they advertise with us, we will help 
promote their business so that they may 
survive, and they will help us do the same.  
If you’re in PV, and happen to visit those 
who have already put their faith in us by 
advertising in the Mirror, please tell them 
you saw their ad here, so they’ll know 
their money was well spent.  

One word of caution regarding this 
issue: it covers April Fool’s Day, so do 
be careful with what you read, what you 
believe, and what may be aimed at “fools” 
in these pages.  

However, the change to Daylight 
Savings Time is no joke!

In the meantime, on behalf of all of us at 
the PV Mirror City Paper, I hope you all 
stay safe, stay well and healthy, no matter 
where you are. 

Allyna Vineberg
Publisher / Editor

Origin of April Fool’s Day
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Sheryl Novak

Welcome, Home!

Shortly, we will be hitting the 
hottest part of the year when 
the sun’s intense and direct rays 
are most potent.  This change 
in season means many changes 
for us.  We know that our CFE 
bills are likely to increase the 
use of air conditioners and fans.  
We are also at a higher risk for 
skin damage and cancer.  Most 
of us think about that risk only 
happening when we are outside.  

Save money and be safe 
with window tinting

Unfortunately, it can even happen 
inside our homes.  That is because 
most of our windows in Vallarta 
have unprotected glass.  

An effective way to protect 
ourselves and our wallets is to 
install tint on the windows in our 
homes in Mexico.  According to 
the International Window Film 
Association, window tint, also 
known as window film or solar tint, 
can reduce up to 99% of harmful 

UV rays.  UV rays may lead to the 
development of skin cancer.  When 
applied to the inside of a window, 
this film reduces the amount of 
light and heat that enters the home.  
Since this film reduces the heat, it 
also reduces the need for a fan or 
air conditioner.  Since most fabrics 
fade from sunlight, it can also give 
your furniture, roller blinds and 
rugs a longer life.

With all those benefits, it’s 
no surprise that more and more 
homeowners are interested.  I 
spoke with Raul Mendoza, who 
offers a home window tinting 
service in the Bay of Banderas 
area.  He has seen a significant 
increase this year in requests for 
tinted windows.  According to 
Raul, “people want to keep their 
CFE bills as low as possible.  That 
is still the main reason they get 
their windows tinted.  They don’t 
realize how much it also helps 
keep them healthy.”  He estimates 
the average job to take about 6 to 
8 hours, and he offers a three-year 
warranty on tinting services.       

Window tint materials available 
are improved, no longer making 
interiors dark.  Today, the light-
absorbing materials have reflectors 
that are invisible, keeping your 
interiors light and bright.

Made from plastic, they are 
available in different thicknesses.  

The thickest is security film which 
is durable, scratch-proof and can 
prevent the glass from shattering.  
This film is an excellent solution 
for much of the lightweight glass 
used here in our Vallarta condos 
and casas.  Should the glass break 
from a storm or by accident, it 
will develop spider web-like lines 
rather than just falling apart.

Although window film is 
generally easy to install, the 
work and materials come with a 
warranty if you get a professional 
to do it.  A liquid solution is sprayed 
onto the clean window.  The film 
is then carefully applied to ensure 
no air bubbles or creases and left 
to cure for 24 to 48 hours.  It takes 
longer for darker and thicker films 
than lighter and thinner ones. 

Before you add a window film, 
remember to check your window 
warranty first.  If you do anything 
to your window, including 
adding a tint, it could negate your 
warranty.  

Want more info on window 
tinting or to connect with Raul?  

Email me at: 
sa.novak@solutionsmexico.com 

go online to 
www.solutionsmexico.com 

or pop into our store in the 
Romantoc Zone, located at 363A 
Constitucion just off Basilio 
Badillo (where the buses are).
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Do you remember what a 
“normal” winter season looked like 
in PV?  Hotels and restaurants were 
filled with people, Mexicans were 
earning enough in a few months 
to get through the summer, and the 
rest of us believed that we had died 
and woken up in heaven.

Another hallmark of winter 
in PV for over 35 years was the 
International Friendship Club’s 
Home Tours.  Tourists, snowbirds 
and residents flocked to the Sea 
Monkey Restaurant on the Malecon 
on Tuesday and Wednesday 
mornings to find a seat on a luxury 
coach that would carry them to 
gorgeous and appealing homes.  
Our guests would enjoy the views, 
the architecture, the artwork, and 
sometimes the owners’ company.  
Our homeowners are the bedrock of 
the Home Tours.  By allowing IFC 
to show their homes, they enable 
the club to raise the money needed 
to support Puerto Vallarta’s children 
and families.  All the money 
raised from the Home Tours goes 
towards making life better for the 
community.

Some programs and organizations 
were casualties of Covid.  Our 
cleft palate program was disrupted 
because medical staff from 
Guadalajara were unable to travel.  
But Dra. Luz, our fantastic doctor 
in Puerto Vallarta, continued to 
provide ongoing care for patients.  
Another casualty was IFC’s free 
English classes, which were 
cancelled.  Again, Anne Marie 
Weiss of Abuelos Vallarta, and 
other volunteers, managed to give 
classes to kids in her home.  And, 
after a couple of years of inactivity, 
we found a dentist to continue IFC’s 
work in offering free dental care to 
children in Boca de Tomatlan.  So 
lots of positive news to offset the 
bleak stories!

John Warren
International Friendship Club

Helping the community
During the last year, the cries for 

help have come from all over town.  
Fortunately,  IFC was able to offer 
some support:

- Front line medical workers - 
Medical grade goggles were sent to 
Pam Thompson at the height of the 
crisis.

- Orphanages that support 
abandoned babies and children at 
risk needed help.  We sent money 
to RISE, Casa Hogar Maximo 
Refugio.

- Food banks and community 
support groups in the colonias of 
Volcanes, 5 de Diciembre and Lopes 
Mateos received money for food.

- IFC supported SETAC to buy 
special milk for nursing mothers 
who have been exposed to HIV/
AIDS.

- Susan Davalos, IFC’s volunteer 
who works tirelessly to find very 
needy families, children and people 
with disabilities, drove around 
distributing food and supplies until 
supplies ran out.

- IFC supported a monthly 
feeding program, run by AFNC, for 
children with cancer.

- Pasitos de Luz had a challenging 
time supporting their families, all of 
whom have severely handicapped 
children at home.  The IFC helps 
them too.

- The Volcanes food bank was 
grateful for our support also.

Statistics and facts are essential to 
understand a situation, but stories 
are crucial too.  Here is one we’d 
like to share with you.  It is from 
Francie at the Vallarta Food Bank.

“We first met Juan when he 
started coming to our soup kitchen 
last August for the daily serving 
of hot food.  He was a tall guy 
with a pronounced tremor from 
Parkinson’s disease.  He had 
difficulty walking because his only 
shoes were a pair of broken sandals.  
Unfortunately, his shoe size is 11, 
which is very rare in Mexico.  

Still, we put out a call on social 
media and found that lots of ex-pats 
wear 11s and, soon afterwards, we 
were able to give Juan a dozen pairs 
of almost new shoes.  The size of his 
smile matched the size of his feet!

But Juan’s tremors from 
Parkinson’s were getting worse, 
so we arranged for him to see 
a neurologist and get some 

medications.  Soon afterwards, we 
were happy that both his tremors 
and his speech had improved.  But 
he was still sad because he had no 
job.  We solved that too by creating 
one for him at the food bank.  He 
helps us set up the soup kitchen 
each day; he cleans up after the 
meal and keeps the yard clean. 

Juan used to be a chef in a nice 
restaurant and supported his sister 
and nephew until Parkinson’s 
happened.  Now he has to come 
to the food bank to get food for 
himself and his family.  We are so 
grateful that we can offer some help 
to this kind man.  But we couldn’t 
have done it without the donors 
and volunteers who made our work 
possible.”

Members of the International 
Friendship Club are happy to pitch 
in.  If you’d like to help too, please 
follow this link: https://www.
ifcvallarta.com/class_custom1.cfm 

In a world where you can be 
anything, be kind.
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Marcia Blondin
marciavallarta@gmail.com
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I was deeply honored last week to be invited to Galleria Dante 
for the celebration of Joe Guarniere’s Life. I met Joe and his 
wife Claire before I moved to Vallarta so we have to go back to 
1988 or 89.  Joe’s pizza and Claire’s cheesecake.  Heaven.

The art gallery has never looked better, with a new waterfall 
wall and live plantings everywhere.  Potted orchids splashed 
color.

Dozens and dozens of friends sipped wine and listened to 
Vanessa Amaro’s sweet soprano voice singing many of Joe’s 
favorite arias and songs.  The family spoke individually, as 
did best friends; heartfelt tears mixed in beautiful memories.  
Laughter, of course; there is such joy in memory and sorrow 
only because it is over and done.  These celebrations remind 
each of us of our finite-ness and how precious each gesture, hug 
and conversation is.

Quietly walking home a couple of hours later, deep in thought, 
a familiar voice yanked me out of my reverie.  On the sidewalk 
before me stood two of my fave people in the world I have not 
seen in ages, years even - Pastor Ric and Joy Lehman.  They never 
come to town anymore, preferring the tranquility of Pitillal.  Our 
reunion was joyous as they always are every few years when 
we bump into each other.  It was a perfect counterpoint to Joe’s 
Celebration.  Or, maybe it was just a continuation?

Everyone is welcome to Arte Viviente.  We don’t have power 
yet, phones, or signage, but our new space rocks every day but 
Sunday.  We have new art, new artists and a fabulous, naturally 
lit-up four-story building at 303 Libertad, downtown.  Come and 
visit, you’ll be glad you did, From Here.

Celebrating Life

(PVBS) - The extremely rare 
Jovian–Plutonian gravitational effect 
will occur in the Puerto Vallarta 
area during the mid-afternoon of 
Thursday, April the first.

The effect, also known as a Null 
Gravity Effect (NGE), happens when 
a number of planets and their moons 
align in such a way as to nullify 
the gravity of a planet, in this case, 
Planet Earth.

According to Professor Leonardo 
Ignacio Arroyo Rodriguez, the Senior 
Astrophysicist at The University of 
Mezcal and Peyote, this event has 
only occurred a few times in recorded 
history, the latest happening in 1178 
in the vicinity of Pisa, Italy.  It is 
believed that the NGE is responsible 
for the tower in Pisa that is leaning 
several degrees off vertical. 

Professor Arroyo said the next such 
event will occur on December 28, 

2392, in the vicinity of Cairo, Egypt. 
Professor Arroyo explained that 

the unique alignment of planets 

Rare gravitational event to occur in PV
and their moons would result in an 
upward gravitational pull making 
people lighter. 

“The NGE zone,” he continued, 
“would form in the hills above 
Puerto Vallarta at approximately 2:24 
PM, and move slowly westward, 
eventually moving out to sea and 
ending at approximately 3:06 PM.  
The NGE zone could be as wide as 
17.95 meters (60 feet), and people 
within this zone can jump in the air 
and experience weightlessness and 
a floating sensation”.  He further 
cautioned that jumping into the air 
while indoors could result in injury 
from hitting the ceiling, and doing 
so on a rooftop could result in a 
dangerous fall when the effect ends.

The exact path of the NGE zone is 
difficult to predict, but Professor Arroyo 
assured us that it will be somewhere 
between the airport and Conchas 
Chinas, and that the “weightlessness 
and floating sensation” will be a once 
in a lifetime experience.
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Leza Warkentin
www.mommyinmexico.wordpress.com

Paradise and Parenting

Semana Santa arrives
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Semana Santa - that time of year when all of Mexico 
celebrates Easter by coming to Puerto Vallarta.  I am, of course, 
exaggerating a little, but it is true that many Mexicans use their 
vacation time during Holy Week to soak in the rays on the coasts.  
Many people here travel with their families and fill hotels, camping 
sites and rentals to their maximum capacity (and then some). 

This is also the time of year when the children and I are on our 
spring vacation, which we spend trying to escape the crowds while 
appreciating the bump in tourism.  We love that extra bump, the one 
in Daddy Luna’s work schedule, the one that helps keep our Dairy 
Queen budget in the black.

Last year, of course, there was no Semana Santa travel, thanks 
to the growing pandemic.  The beaches were heavily patrolled and 
limited access was enforced.  The hotels were required to keep a low 
occupancy rate.  The mayor of Vallarta announced to the rest of the 
country that the open invitation was temporarily revoked - in other 
words, please don’t come.

This year the invitation has been extended once again to the 
rest of our beautiful country, and it looks like Vallarta will receive 
guests with open, gloved arms (with gel in one hand and an infrared 
thermometer in the other).  Yes, we will once again see the beaches 
open to the public; from 5 a.m. to 5 p.m., that is.  There will be 
no religious processions, which are tradition during this Holy Week.  
Hotels will be able to reach 66% occupancy and restaurants and bars 
will open (until 11 p.m., which is sort of when most people around 
here are just getting their high heels on).

No, it won’t be the same as our normal, packed Easter week 
around Puerto Vallarta, but it’s a step in the direction of normalcy, 
a step towards economic and social recovery.  With the protocols 
being put into place, we also hope it’s not a step back into higher 
numbers of infection again.

I’m not going to lie and tell you that I’m the first person to ask 
when planning out a fun vacation with kids.  Most of our family’s 
Easter week will probably be spent at home, avoiding crowds like 
we always do, like any good introvert likes to do, pandemic or no.  
In addition, I have teenagers, so what I describe to my kids as a fun 
activity is translated in their brains to “this will be the end of our 
lives.”

But hey, I’m here anyway, so let me leave you The Luna Semana 
Santa Fun Guide and see what inspires you:

Hit a beach as far from the people as possible, arriving before 
9:00 a.m. and leaving before noon.  Keep in mind that beaches open 
at 5 a.m.  If you have toddlers, this is probably the perfect time.  
With teens, I’ll be lucky to get there before they close.  I suggest 
Destiladeras beach, right after La Cruz de Huanacaxtle.

    Dig out all of your Easter traditions to follow with your 
family.  I like to get all Canadian and bake my favorite Easter 
bread called paska, drizzled generously with lemon icing.  
I’ll prepare the Easter baskets and the Easter treasure hunt, 
still enjoyed each year regardless of the fact that Mexico isn’t 
big on the chocolate Easter bunny thing and the fact that my 
children are taller than I am.  I have to get somewhat creative, 
but I’m grateful to the Kinder chocolate company that get 
most of my business every year at this time.  Also, the local 
chocolate museum owners, like Choco Museo Puerto Vallarta, 

are usually open to orders for delicious rabbits and filled eggs. 
    If you are as fortunate as I am, you will have neighbors rent out 

their homes every year during Semana Santa.  I like to spend my 
quiet moments listening to the interesting conversations and loud 
singing through our shared wall in our laundry space.  Sometimes 
we even get to overhear them through our living room window if 
they have so many people that they set up tents in the yard.  Almost 
always, it’s happy and fun, and the laughter is infectious.  I enjoy it 
much more now that my kids don’t need to nap.

And hey, embrace the time you can spend with your family.  We have 
had more family moments this past year than we have had in the previous 
three, but that isn’t a bad thing.  Soon they’ll be living on their own, 
possibly enjoying spring break with people that might not meet your full 
approval.  So play some cards, watch some movies, take some walks.  
Have an Easter break that’s full of chocolate and full of family love.
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Dear Friend of the Garden,

With the warmer days of spring upon us at last, let us rejoice in 
the rebirth of the earth and the cycle of life always on display here 
at the Vallarta Botanical Garden.

The VBG, with profusions of blooms, has never been lovelier 
and has been a sanctuary during this terrible pandemic that has 
caused much misery in the world.

We pray we are beginning to see the light at the end of the tunnel.  
We all wonder if life will ever return to “normal” and how the 
world will have changed over the past two years.  There are signs 
things are beginning to improve.

We have a new stairway that creates a shortcut to the swimming 
area in the river, and photos taken with

hidden cameras of animals who make the Garden their home.  At 
our Chapel Cemetery, you can make the Vallarta Botanical Garden 
your final resting place [ashes only].

Also, please note the Gardens will be closing on Mondays until 
December 1st.

And, as always, we thank you, dear readers, for the love of these 
Gardens and the good they create here

in PV.  Please keep us in your thoughts and come and see us 
soon!

With deepest appreciation,

Robert Price
Founder and Curator,

Vallarta Botanical Garden

In our review of the nature and 
importance of biodiversity, the 
leading causes of loss - not in order 
- are:

•  climate change
•  deforestation and habitat loss
•  pollution
•  overexploitation
•  introduction and spread 
   of invasive species

What is the common factor 
here?  Humans.

We appear to be working hard to 
destroy our only environment, but 
that also means we can significantly 
modify our actions.

The threats posed by climate 
change should be evident to 
everyone by now.  They are myriad: 
atmospheric, overheating, causing 
glaciers and polar ice caps to melt 
and sea levels to rise;

 desertification in other areas; 
more frequent, violent storms, and 
other catastrophes.

Climate change can wipe 
out species by reducing or 
eliminating required habitats and 
their associated food supplies or 
resources needed for reproduction.

Our reliance on fossil fuels is 
not the only culprit contributing to 
climate change.  Overexploitation 
of forests causes great harm.  Many 
organisms have specific needs 

Curator’s Corner
From the Vallarta Botanical Garden

Ecology Matters: 
Causes of Biodiversity Loss

Brian O’Malley provided by forest habitats, such as 
food and water, nesting sites, cover 
from predators, etc., not to mention 
their critical role in sequestering 
carbon dioxide and generating 
oxygen.  Harvesting must be done 
sustainably.

Pollution causes loss of biodiversity 
by altering environmental conditions 
required for survival, even killing 
organisms outright.  Acid rain 
resulting from coal-burning power 
plants, for example, threatens forests 
and the associated communities they 
support.

Humans have introduced non-
native species to zones across the 
planet, with devastating results.  
Invasive species often have no 
native predators, and so they 
reproduce without any checks 
on their numbers, leading to loss 
of native species by predation, 
out-competing for resources and 
interbreeding.

Like rats and domestic cats, 
invasive species have an incredibly 
profound effect, especially on 
islands and in populations where 
species have evolved without 
adapting to these types of predators.

We know climate change is 
underway, compounding the other 
threats to biodiversity, but we don’t 
know how quickly we’ll feel more 
significant disruptions to our lives.  It 
may be too late to change directions, 
but our only option is to try.
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Please check our web site for current 
hours of operation and entry fees.  
Children 4 and under admitted free of 
charge when accompanied by a parent 
and/or legal guardian.  We are currently 
ranked #3 in “Things to Do in Puerto 
Vallarta”!

Wheelchair accessible parts of the 
Garden include the Vallarta Conservatory 
of Orchids & Native Plants, the lower 
floors of the Hacienda de Oro Visitor 
Center (including areas with restaurant 
service), restrooms, the Holstein 
Tropical House, and the Daneri Vireya 

Vanilla, The Gift from Mexico that gives Flavor 
and Aroma to the World. By T. J. Hartung

http://pvorchids.com/
A comprehensive book on vanilla has just been 

published by Vallarta Botanical Gardens Board 
Member, T.J. Hartung.  

In this elegant book, you will find great 
information about the cultivation of vanilla and 
its many uses, some interesting stories detailing 
the importance of this amazing Mexican plant. 

The book tells the legend of how vanilla came 
to Earth as a gift from the gods, along with 
wonderful photos of different vanilla flowers. 
Available now in the Gift Shop for 120 pesos.

We are pleased to announce the completion of a 
beautiful steel staircase that shortens the trip to 
the swimming area at the bottom of the hill at the 
magnificent and crystalline Los Horcones River.  
The new staircase is located behind the Cactus 
House. It is quite steep, so please use the handrail 
going up and down.

And another new thing…

Available now in the Gift Shop!

Garden amenities and services
Rhododendron House as well as several 
trails linking these areas.  No wheelchairs 
for loan or rent.

Pets are welcome when kept on leash 
in their owner’s control and their waste 
is picked up immediately.  Extra fee of 
$50 pesos per pet applies.  The Garden 
is about 30 minutes south of Old Town 
PV, on Carretera a Barra Navidad at km 
24, just past Las Juntas y Los Veranos, all 
easily accessible by public transportation.  
Catch the bus at the corner of Aguacate & 
V. Carranza in the Romantic Zone.  Tel.: 
322 223-6182.  www.vbgardens.org
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In Mexico, Easter celebrations are held over a period of two weeks: 
Semana Santa (Holy Week - Palm Sunday to Easter Saturday) and 
Pascua (Resurrection Sunday until the following Saturday).

This year, Semana Santa is celebrated from April 5th to 11th, and 
Pascua from April 12th to 18th.

Christian churches distribute palms on Palm Sunday to commemorate 
Christ’s triumphal entrance into Jerusalem, when palm branches were 
placed in His path, before His arrest and Crucifixion on Good Friday.

Sunday, March 28th – Palm Sunday
Monday, March 29th – Holy Monday
Tuesday, March 30th – Holy Tuesday

Wednesday, March 31st – Holy Wednesday
Thursday, April 1st – Holy Thursday, Maundy Thursday (Last 

Supper)
Friday, April 2nd – Good Friday (crucifixion)

Saturday, April 3rd – Holy Saturday
Sunday, April 4th – Easter Sunday

Pascua begins, ending on Saturday, April 10th 

We know that Easter must always occur on a Sunday, because 
Sunday was the day of Christ’s Resurrection; and the 14th day of the 
paschal full moon because that was the date of Passover in the Jewish 
calendar, and Jesus’ Last Supper (Holy Thursday - also known as 
Maundy Thursday, Jueves Santo in Spanish) at which Christ instituted 
the Mass and the Sacrament of Holy Communion.  Thus Easter is 
linked to the Jewish Passover not only for much of its symbolism, but 
also for its position in the calendar.

Since Mexico is predominantly a Catholic country (over 90% of 
Mexicans practice Catholicism to some extent), Holy Week is a very 
important holiday, as is the Christmas season.

During Semana Santa, worshippers participate in reenactments of 
the Passion, with participants costumed in full regalia (which you 
used to be able to watch in Vallarta on the Malecon, on Good Friday), 
from Jesus’ arrival in Jerusalem to his crucifixion and resurrection. 

On Palm Sunday (Domingo de Ramos), weavers create and sell 
elaborate woven fronts which are later hung on doors of Mexican homes 
to ward off evil.  Good Friday (Santo Viernes) commemorates the trial, 
crucifixion, death, and burial of Jesus, with silent processions in the 
streets of many cities.  Holy Saturday (Sabado de Gloria) commemorates 
the day when Jesus rested in the grave.  Some communities celebrate 
by burning paper maché effigies of Judas.  Easter Sunday (Domingo de 
Resurrección or Pascua) commemorates the resurrection of Jesus.

Under “normal” circumstances, Semana Santa and Pascua 
represent THE time of year when half of Mexico flocks to the beaches 
- a Mexican spring break …and the time when most PV residents 
go into a form of cocooning to avoid it, as they often do during the 
Christmas holidays.

This year, everyone has been told to STAY HOME or gather only in 
small groups – always wearing masks.

Of all the Jewish holidays, Pesach 
is the one most commonly observed, 
even by otherwise non-observant 
Jews.  Over the last few decades, 
the Jewish community of Puerto 
Vallarta got together in various 
places to celebrate this tradition 
that recalls the Jews’ Exodus from 
Egypt after generations of slavery.  
The Seder (celebrated by Jews in 
the Diaspora, i.e.: not living in 
Israel) occurs on Saturday, March 
27th this year.

The word “Pesach” (PAY-sahch) 
comes from the Hebrew, meaning 
to pass through, to pass over, to 
exempt or to spare.  It refers to 
the fact that G-d “passed over” the 
houses of the Jews when he was 
slaying the firstborns of Egypt.  In 
fact, Jesus’ Last Supper was the 
First Seder.  “Pesach” is also the 
name of the sacrificial paschal lamb 
that was made in the Temple on this 
holiday.

Probably the most significant 
observance related to Pesach 
involves the removal of chametz 

Easter… Passover…
Semana Santa… Pascua…

Easter’s relationship to Passover
(leaven) from Jewish homes for 
the week.  This symbolizes the fact 
that the Jews leaving Egypt were 
in a hurry and did not have time 
to let their bread rise.  It is also a 
symbolic way of removing the 
“puffiness” (arrogance, pride) from 
Jewish souls.

At the Seder, the “Haggadah” is 
usually read, telling the story of the 
Exodus from Egypt and explaining 
some of the practices and symbols 
of the holiday.  Among the symbolic 

items consumed during the 
reading –prior to the meal 
itself- are maror – a bitter 
vegetable that symbolizes 
the bitterness of slavery, 
and charoset – a mixture of 
apples, nuts, cinnamon and 
wine, which symbolizes 
the mortar used by the 
Jews in building during 
their slavery.

To all our readers: the 
entire staff of the PV 

Mirror City Paper wishes you 
a most Happy Easter and Hag 
Sameach!

“There are a number of spiritual, 
historical and physical elements of 
Passover and the Seder that call us 
to address the global climate crisis.  
In our generation, we need to look at 
how modern Pharaohs - Big Oil, Big 
Coal, Big Auto - are endangering 
the Earth and human society, and 
bringing plagues on us.” - Rabbi 
Arthur Waskow, author of “Passover 
as if Earth Really Matters”.
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Native New Yorker and singer-
songwriter Mitchell Scott Kushner 
is a retired public health physician 
now living in Puerto Vallarta, and 
is also an accomplished musician 
influenced by the New Orleans music 
scene and the singers / songwriters of 
the 70s including Carole King, James 
Taylor and Elton John, just to name 
a few. 

During his extensive and storied 
medical career that started in the 
70s after attending university in 
Guadalajara, he became a highly 
respected HIV/AIDS specialist 
working in the Los Angeles, CA, 
area, and played an instrumental role 
in community outreach, prevention, 
and treatment as the epidemic took 
hold in the early 1980s.  As retirement 
approached, he was also influential in 
addressing the COVID-19 response as a 
public health official in Southern California.  
Although music was always a big part of his 
life and interests, he was forced to put much 
of it on hold during this busy time, until now.

Having first discovered Puerto Vallarta 
in the 70s while attending medical school, 
Mitchell is now enjoying living much of his 
time here in his beloved Casa Primavera 
and has again focused on his love of writing 
and performing original music.  He has 
penned a new 10-song album titled Optimist 
Inside featuring vocals and piano influenced 
by his experiences both personally and 
professionally.  His song, Survivor’s Guilt, 
is a personal anthem dedicated to his 
experiences and his commitment to helping 

pens love letter of original music 
to Vallarta, Sunday at Incanto

Mitchell Scott Kushner
Musician, physician, and optimist:

Incanto is located at 109 Insurgentes by the northbound bridge.

others.  He is a master storyteller and his 
music reflects his commitment to improving 
lives, promoting the Mexican culture, and 
giving back to the people and community of 
Puerto Vallarta.  

A video featuring his home and music is 
available on YouTube as well as several other 
compositions. View it here:  Casa Primavera 
(My home in Puerto Vallarta) https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=DZpJZBT_CaE

Incanto is thrilled that Mitchell has chosen 
the venue to release his long-anticipated CD 
of new music (and celebrate his birthday!) 
on Sunday, March 28, at 5 p.m., as a guest 
in pianist Derek Carkner’s weekly show.  
He will also perform during Open Mic that 
same evening starting at 7:30 p.m.  No cover 
charge.  He will have some CDs available 
for purchase at that time.     
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Jason Dottley is a busy actor and pop star most notably 
known for his starring role as ‘Ty’ in television’s Sordid 
Lives: The Series.  He debuts his new one-man show 
‘My Life On The Gay List’ in early April and spills 
the tea on being the poster boy for gay marriage, gay 
divorce, and dating when you’re over 39. He’ll also 
share entertaining stories about celebrity encounters 
with Lance Bass (NSYNC), Olivia Newton-John, Rue 
McClanahan (The Golden Girls), Designing Women’s 
Delta Burke, and many more. Opening April 2 at 8 
p.m. in the theatre (25% capacity). Tickets now on sale 
at IncantoVallarta.com

Kimberly LaRue’s ‘Rendezvous’ continues to receive 
rave reviews!  Featuring the MIA Dancers with entertainers 
Hal Bonta and Alison Lo singing many of your favorite 
songs.  Special guests will also join.  Thursdays at 7:30 
p.m. in the piano bar.  Tickets IncantoVallarta.com   

Three Tenors Vallarta features exquisite 
interpretations of many familiar contemporary and 
operatic ballads in English, Spanish, and Italian.  If you 
appreciate the vocal style of Il Divo and Il Volo, this 
show is a must-see!  Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. in the piano 
bar.  Limited indoor and outdoor seating is available. 

Mexico’s popular and versatile crooner Enrique 
de Allende returns with Jair Cabrera of Media Luna 
and Ignacio ‘Nacho’ Delgado of Moruno on select 
Wednesdays at 3 p.m. featuring Spanish guitars, 
flamenco opera, and more.  On select Thursdays at 3 
p.m., he joins Francesca Bavaro (a.k.a. Effie Passero) 
for contemporary and classic hits, standards, and opera.  
Check Incanto’s website and reserve early!

Popular singer Alison Lo sings pop, standards, 
Disney, Broadway, and more with Bing Young at the 
piano on Mon., Wed., Fri., at 9:30 p.m.  Reservations 
are recommended online IncantoVallarta.com  

Jason Dottley’s One-Man Show premieres, Enrique De Allende,
Kimberly LaRue’s ‘Rendezvous’,

plus songwriter Mitch Kushner debuts his new CD at Incanto
On Sunday, March 28, starting at 5 p.m., pianist 

Derek Carkner plays standards, show tunes, and 
more. He will also welcome special guest Mitchell 
Scott Kushner, a retired public health physician now 
living in Puerto Vallarta, who is also an accomplished 
musician influenced by the singer/songwriters of the 
70s. He just completed a 10-song album of original 
music and wants to share his music in support of the 
inspirational music scene in Puerto Vallarta.  He will 
debut his music during Derek’s show and will also 
perform during Open Mic that follows at 7:30 p.m. 

Brunch with Media Luna - San Miguel de Allende 
brothers Jair and Caleb Cabrera, founding members 
of the popular band, play acoustic Spanish guitars 
featuring instrumental originals and covers.  Fri., 
Sat., Sun. on the riverside terrace open-air stage 11 
a.m. - 1 p.m.  Delicious brunch selections and a full 
bar are available.  Reserve early for limited seating. 

The piano bar has nightly entertainment with live 
music starting at 5 p.m. with limited seating inside and 
outside seating on the riverside terrace.  The shows are 
also streamed via Facebook LIVE - Incanto Vallarta. 

For more information and online tickets, please 
visit IncantoVallarta.com   Refer to their Facebook 
page for a complete daily schedule.  Current hours: 9 
a.m. -11 p.m. daily.  Breakfast with live piano music 
(11 a.m. - 2 p.m.) is served on the riverside terrace 
9 a.m. until 4 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.  Casual evening 
dining 4 p.m. - 11 p.m.  Happy Hour features two-for-
one house cocktails, margaritas, and domestic beers, 
plus two-for-one show tickets for select current shows 
4 p.m. - 5 p.m.  Incanto has all Health and Safety 
guidelines in place.  New windows in the piano bar 
open to the fresh-air breezes of the Rio Cuale, located 
at 109 Insurgentes by the northbound bridge.
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finishes its 21st season of stellar entertainment 
with favorite performances and two new shows

The Palm Cabaret

Keith Tynes, a member of the revived version of the historic 
group, The Platters, will perform at The Palm Cabaret for 1 
more encore show only, on March 30th at 6:30 p.m.  All 4 shows 
so far have sold out.  Best to get tickets early.  You’ll thrill to 
unforgettable hits like “Only You” and “The Great Pretender”.  
Keith is a phenomenal singer who understands that music 
expresses spirituality and emotions.  His powerful and charismatic 
stage presence is the result of his successful career and experience 
in the music world.  Keith is an authentic and legendary voice of 
Soul, Motown, R&B and Pop.

Kim Kuzma stars in perhaps her finest show yet “ Popstars”, 
always a crowd pleaser.  Vallarta’s most highly acclaimed 
songstress and her very talented musicians put on one last show 
Monday March 29 at 8 p.m. 

Make sure to catch Sutton Lee Seymour in  ‘Auntie Social: The 
Life of the Party.’   She continues to be a crowd favorite at The 
Palm with her fabulous musical theatrics.  Professionally trained 
in voice and theater, this superbly skilled drag star knows how to 
put on a show that audiences absolutely love!  ‘Auntie Social’ has 
her last 2 shows Fridays March 26 and April 2 at 9:30 p.m.

Tonny Kenneth entertains with his Prince Tribute Show, ‘Let’s 
Go Crazy’ featured each Friday night at 9:30 p.m.  This fantastic 
show of song and dance continues through March.  You can also 
catch Tonny in ‘Tonny Kenneth in Concert,’ on Wednesday, March 
24th at 9:30 p.m.

“ROCKSTAR”  brings together two remarkable performers, 
Effie Passero  (American Idol Finalist) and Roy Gomez-Cruz 
(Queen Live Headliner) along with three of Mexico’s leading rock 
musicians, Alejandro Carrera (Guitar), Christian Gomez  (Drums), 
Danny Sixx  (Bass).  Roy and Effie offer a huge repertory of your 
favorite top rock hits through the decades.  This show takes you 
down memory lane with songs from Journey, Bon Jovi, Blondie, 
Queen and more!  You can experience ‘Rockstar’ one final time 
on March 27th at 8 p.m.

The fantastic line-up of shows at The Palm Cabaret 
continues through the first week of April.  

You can see some of Vallarta’s most thrilling performances 
at the venue that started it all twenty-one years ago!

Debbie White
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Finishing off the 
season at The Palm 
is another new show, 
‘This is Gaga!’ This 
tribute concert stars 
Maru Prado Contin 
(from Argentina), who 
impersonates and pays 
tribute to the world-
famous Lady Gaga.

With four shows only, 
make sure to put this 
on your calendar (Sun., 
March 28 at 8 p.m.; 
Thur., April 1 at 8 p.m.; 
Sat., April 3 at 9:30 
p.m. and Sun., April 4 
at 8 p.m.)

The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Altas in the heart of the Puerto Vallarta Romantic Zone. 
Tickets to all shows can be purchased at the venue’s box office or online at thepalmcabaraet.com

The Palm Cabaret 
continues to practice its 
new safety measures this 
season.  With a retractable 
roof for airflow, a new air 
filter system, plexiglas 
shields in front and on 
the sides of personal 
seating areas, a capacity 
limited to 60 people 
and mask requirements 
in public areas, you can 
feel confident that your 
safety is a priority! 

Don’t miss the highly acclaimed show, 
‘Queen Live Forever’, featuring the 
music of Freddy Mercury and Queen and 
starring Roy Gomez Cruz.  This show 
includes some of Mexico’s most talented 
rock musicians.  

Roy considers it an incredible honor to 
pay tribute to the legendary performer, 
Freddie Mercury.  He and the band see 
every show as a wonderful opportunity 
to share the music and the persona of 
Freddie Mercury and Queen.  

You can see ‘Queen Live Forever’ on 
Thursday April 25 at 8 p.m., Saturday 
April 27 at 9:30 and Sunday the 28th 
at 6:30.  These are the final shows this 
season.  Don’t miss out. 

Don’t miss ‘Beauty and the Beach’, 
starring JoAnna (from Dueling Drag 
Divas fame), for one night only, Saturday, 
April 3rd at 8 p.m.  Experience “Beyond 
Impressions, Parody, and Burlesque” 
with one of Vallarta’s most talented stars.

JoAnna celebrates 15 seasons in PV 
with a special show full of live singing, 
comedy, impressions and special guests 
from all over town.  

Limited 2x1 tickets for locals are 
available at the Palm box office.  Expect 
to hear wacky impressions of Cher, 
Adele, Patsy, Winehouse, and original 
parody.  This is one night of fun and 
laughter, Only at The Palm Cabaret!

The Palm Cabaret and Bar
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It is always sad when “high” season 
in Puerto Vallarta comes to an end, 
and this year is no exception!  Five of 
Act2PV’s headline shows are closing 
this week!  However, Danny Mininni, 
Act2PV managing partner, has “polled” 
the audiences lately to see how many 
people have received their vaccine, and 
many have raised their hands, saying 
that as soon as they got the vaccine, they 
headed to Puerto Vallarta!  So, Act2PV 
is anticipating a very busy “new” HIGH 
SUMMER SEASON, continuing 
several of this season’s popular shows 
well into the summer and introducing 
some exciting NEW productions! 

In the meantime, Act2PV is still 
presenting many of its 5-star shows 
every night in both its beautiful, 
OUTDOOR Starlight Cabaret, where 
seating is limited, safety protocols 
are observed, and tables are spaced 
6-10 feet apart, and in the Main Stage 
where seating is reduced by 60%, and 
ozone purifiers, ozone disinfectors, air 
purifiers and heppa filters have been 
installed.  Act2PV is SERIOUS about 
protecting its clients and entertainers!  
Many of these shows will be closing 
soon, so be sure and get your tickets 
now at www.act2pv.com!  

Backstage Buzz
- Choreographer 

Kim LaRue will be 
opening an exciting 
new dance show at 
Act2PV on April 8!  

More details in the next issue!
- Local favorite drag artist, Karma 

La Perra, will be filling in for Mama 
Tits this summer! Her show will be 
opening in April!

- There is an exciting new 
collaboration between Voice of 
Vallarta star, Diana Villamonte, and 
Rock Star Extraordinaire, Victor Do 
Espirito, in the works!  

- Super-secret!!  Brenda Gavino and 
Diana Villamonte may be filling in as 
cast for Best of Broadway this summer!

- Act2PV is in talks with Brenda 
Gavino about bringing her Linda 
Ronstadt show back next season!

Got an idea? 
It’s the time of 

year when Act2PV is 
scheduling its shows 
for the next season!  
Act2PV is very 
interested to know 
what you would like to see in terms of 
entertainment!  Please send your ideas, 
thoughts and suggestions to info@
act2pv.com  Or, if you are an aspiring 
and/or experienced singer or actor that 
would like to perform on the Act2PV 
stage, send a message to info@act2pv.
com, along with your resume!  We are 
looking for some great ideas and some 
wonderful new entertainers!

5 Shows closing this week – 
get your tickets now!

On Saturday, March 27, Act2PV says 
goodbye to Mama Tits who will be a 
headline performer for four months 
at one of the most popular theaters 
in Provincetown, Massachusetts!  
Act2PV is so proud of our Mama and 
would love for you to join her at her 
final show on March 27.  (Yes, she will 
be back at Act2PV next season!)  One 
of Act2’s most popular new shows this 
season, Hello Barbra / Hello Bette, 
starring Faride Talamas, closes on 
Wednesday March 31.  We will miss 
Faride, but are excited that she will 
also return to the stage next season! 

Reflections, the best tribute show 

in PV, closes on Thursday, April 1.  
(That’s NO JOKE!)  Three amazing 
women sing and dance to the music 
of the female artists of Motown... 
The Supremes, Dreamgirls, and much 
more. Starring the three most talented 
vocalists in Mexico, Daniela, Brenda 
& Faride, this show is certain to 
bring back memories and will make 
you want to “groove” to the familiar 
sounds you know and love!  Act2PV’s 
#1 musical revue, Best of Broadway, 
closes on Friday, April 2.  The Best of 
Broadway cast has been performing to 
rave reviews for the past two seasons!  
Both Daniela and Faride will be leaving 
Vallarta for the summer, but Marc and 
Victor will be working on some exciting 
new projects for the next season!

Purchase a “4-Pack” 
and Save $800 pesos!

Act2PV is offering a one-time, 
special 4-show package for the closing 
nights of Hello Barbra / Hello Bette, 
Reflections, Best of Broadway and 
Mamma Mia at the Cabaret!!  That’s 
a savings of $200 pesos off the cost of 
each show!  If you would like to take 
advantage of this exciting offer and 
see some great entertainment, get your 
4-pack NOW at www.act2pv.com!   

MAMMA MIA! At the Cabaret  
CLOSING SHOW 

SATURDAY, APRIL 3 – 7:00 PM   
It is with much sadness that this season’s blockbuster 

hit, MAMMA MIA! At the Cabaret, comes to an end 
on Saturday, April 2.    

Mamma Mia!, the most popular show in Act2PV’s 8 
year history, has been the lifeline to help Act2PV stay 
alive for the past two seasons!  We all know the story… 
Girl meets three boys, Girl has a baby and is not sure 
who the baby daddy is. But you have never seen the 
story told like this. Director Alfonso Lopez was given a 
few challenges this year. 

He had to cut the show down to 90 min, cut the cast by 
10 people, and MAKE IT BETTER!!!!  He accomplished 
all three challenges in the most creative, brilliant way!  
He and Act2PV created a show removing all the boring 
dialogue, keeping all the fun music and choreography, 
while telling the story completely by making use of 
video footage and pictures from the original cast.  It 
is a “feel good” show, filled with joy and happiness 
and features lots of nostalgic singing and dancing, as 
well as many of the same stars from last year and the 
same great ABBA songs… in a way that you’ve never 
seen before! All safety protocols are in place for both 
actors and audience! MAMMA MIA! at the Cabaret 
is pure fun! It’s like listening to your old records…. It’s 
an ABBA-solutely perfect escape from the anxiety of 
today and a wonderful way to spend an evening out 
with your friends and family…. safely! All ages are 
welcome. Tickets are available now at act2pv.com. 
(MAMMA MIA! is presented through special 
arrangement with Music Theatre international (MTI). 
All authorized performance materials are also supplied 
by MTI, 423 West 55th Street, New York, NY 10019.)
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Act2PV Full Show Schedule (March 26-April 3)

Your well-being is our #1 priority!

Because of the uncertainty of current Covid protocols, shows times 
are subject to change.  Always check the website at act2pv.com 

for any last-minute changes to the show schedule!

FABULOUS FRIDAY, MARCH 26 
8:00 – Best of Broadway, a beautiful musical/dance revue of your favorite
           Broadway Showtunes! 
9:30 – Tossed Salad 2.0, featuring Hedda Lettuce, 6-time HX Magazine
           “Drag Queen of the Year” Award Winner  
SUPER SATURDAY, MARCH 27 
7:00 – MAMMA MIA! At the Cabaret, the #1 show ever presented in Puerto 
           Vallarta is now appearing in Act2PV’s OUTDOOR Starlight Cabaret! 
9:30 –  (CLOSING SHOW) Mama Tits, Vallarta’s beloved 6’8” drag diva, 
            starring in “The B*tch Is Back!”   
SUNDAY FUNDAY, MARCH 28 
7:00 – (No movie) 
7:30 – Follies La Rouge, Vallarta’s ONLY Broadway/Vaudeville Burlesque show  
MARVELOUS MONDAY MARCH 29 
7:00 – Whitney & Warwick, (Extended by Popular Demand) Featuring the 
           music of Whitney Houston and Dionne Warwick, and starring Vallarta’s 
           #1 songstress and Voice of Mexico Runner-up, Diana Villamonte   
TERRIFIC TUESDAY, MARCH 30 
7:00 – Crooners, featuring international singer/actor/dancer Marc Lopez, 
           singing music from Jersey Boys, Frankie Valli, Michael Bublé and more. 
8:00 – Limitless, singing, dancing, story-telling and a few more surprises 
           - featuring singer/actor, America’s Got Talent semi-finalist & International 
           Champion Pole Dancer, Steven Retchless   
WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31 
6:30 – Fleetwood Mac/Eagles, a musical tribute featuring Puerto Vallarta’s #1
           Musical Duo, US TWO (LIVE BAND) 
7:00 –  (CLOSING SHOW) Hello Barbra/Hello Bette, a celebration of the music
            of Barbra Streisand and Bette Midler (LIVE BAND) 
9:00 – THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, featuring all Act2PV entertainers! 
           FREE ADMISSION and FREE APPETIZERS!    
THANKFUL THURSDAY, APRIL 1 
7:00 – (CLOSING SHOW) Reflections, a tribute to The Supremes, The Andrews
            Sisters, The Pointer Sisters, The Dreamgirls, and much more!   
9:30 – Tossed Salad 2.0, featuring Hedda Lettuce, 6-time HX Magazine 
           “Drag Queen of the Year” Award Winner  
FABULOUS FRIDAY, APRIL 2 
8:00 –  (CLOSING SHOW) Best of Broadway, a beautiful musical/dance 
            revue of your favorite Broadway Showtunes! 
9:30 – Tossed Salad 2.0, featuring Hedda Lettuce, 6-time HX Magazine 
           “Drag Queen of the Year” Award Winner  
SUPER SATURDAY, APRIL 3 
7:00 – (CLOSING SHOW) MAMMA MIA! At the Cabaret, the #1 show ever presented 
             in Puerto Vallarta is now appearing in Act2PV’s OUTDOOR Starlight Cabaret! 

BEST OF 
BROADWAY

A musical revue, featuring top Tony-
Award Winning Songs from Broadway

(CLOSING SHOW – Friday, April 2)
Back by public demand, the runaway 

smash hit, Best of Broadway, returns 
to Act2PV with a ROLLER COASTER 
of your favorite Broadway tunes!

Showcasing beautiful songs and 
dance from West Side Story, Grease, 
Phantom of the Opera, Jesus Christ 
Superstar, Hairspray, Wicked, Les 
Miserables, and many more.  

This is a must-see for all ages!

THE B*TCH 
IS BACK!

Starring Puerto Vallarta’s beloved 
6’7” POWERHOUSE diva, Mama Tits! 

(BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND)

(CLOSING SHOW – 
Saturday, March 27)

“The Bit*h is Back” is a poignant 
show about personal perseverance 
and strength achieved by ignoring 
adversity, learning to love yourself 
and believing in your power. Mama 
is a consummate storyteller that uses 

stories of her life to inspire audiences 
everywhere. That, coupled with being 
a passionate entertainer with vocal 
chops to match, this show is sure to 
delight and inspire you.

CROONERS
Featuring music from The Jersey Boys, 
Frank Sinatra, Frankie Valli, Michael 
Buble, and the greatest Legends and 

Crooners of all time, and starring 
Marc Lopez, crooner extraordinaire!

The handsome and talented Marc 
international star returns to the Act2PV 
stage this season with his super-hit show, 
Crooners, a tribute to some of the most 
memorable male singers of our lifetime, 
including Frankie Valli, The Jersey 
Boys, Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley and 
many, many more.   This popular show 
features many well-known classics, 
such as Who Loves Ya Baby, Sweet 
Caroline, Flyaway, Feeling Good, 
Sway, Unchained Melody, and others.  

A Musical Tribute featuring PV’s #1 
Musical duo, Us Two, and their LIVE BAND

FLEETWOOD MAC 
/ EAGLES

UsTwo (and their LIVE BAND) 
brings back their record-breaking 
musical tribute to the everlasting and 
timeless music of FLEETWOOD 
MAC and THE EAGLES!  

Together, they epitomize some of 
the most well-known rock/pop musical 
sounds of the 70s.  UsTwo will perform 
songs that bring back memories, such 
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as New Kid in Town, One of These 
Nights, Take It Easy, Heartache 
Tonight, Dreams Everywhere, 
Landslide, Desperado and many more. 

A “Broadway/Vaudeville/Burlesque” show

FOLLIES 
LA ROUGE

Due to popular demand, “Follies 
La Rouge,” returns with a bedazzling 
array of beautiful music, hilarious 
vaudeville routines, incredible costumes, 
classic comedy and sexy burlesque!  
Choreographed by NYC dance 
professional, Kim La Rue, this “cheeky 
nod to vaudeville and burlesque was 
sweet, nostalgic, saucy and hilariously 
funny!” (from TripAdvisor) Featuring a 
full cast of singers, dancers, acrobats and 
some surprises, this production rivals a 
production on Broadway!

HELLO BARBRA, 
HELLO BETTE

A musical tribute to legendary Barbra 
Streisand and Bette Midler, featuring 
Faride Talamas and her LIVE BAND!

(CLOSING SHOW –Wednesday, March 31)
The beloved music of two of the 

world’s most iconic stars, Barbra 
Streisand and Bette Midler, is 
showcased in this marvelous show!  
Faride is a dead ringer for Barbra, with 
her looks, her voice and her attitude.  
This show includes unforgettable 
songs such as Everybody Says Don’t, 
Wind Beneath My Wings, Send in 
the Clowns, Some People, The Rose, 
People, and many more.  

An incredible mixture of song, 
dance, story-telling, and a few extra 
surprises, featuring America’s Got 

Talent finalist/International Champion 
Pole Dancer, Steven Retchless

LIMITLESS

Steven Retchless, the beautiful, 
androgynous singer/dancer, returns 
to Act2PV with his all-new song and 
dance extravanganza, “Limitless!”  

Retchless weaves together a whimsical 
story of dreaming big, working hard 
and making wishes come true, with an 
incredible mixture of song, dance, story-
telling, aerial art and strip tease.  

REFLECTIONS
A Musical Tribute to the greatest iconic 

“Lady Bands” of all time:  The Supremes, 
The Pointer Sisters, The Andrews Sisters, 

The Dreamgirls, and so many more!

(CLOSING SHOW – Thursday, April 1)
“Reflections,” pays tribute to 

America’s iconic Motown female artists, 
featuring the toe-tapping, tight harmonies 
and soulful music of the 1960’s! 
“Reflections” brings it all together into 
an illusion that you are back in time, 
singing along to the best soundtracks of 
our lives. With songs like Baby Love, Be 
My Baby, Dedicated to the One I Love, 
Da Doo Ron Ron, Chapel of Love, Heat 
Wave, Honey Love, Slow Hand, and 
more, this show is explosive, alluring, 
electrifying, sultry and sassy, all rolled 
up into a performance that is magical! 
Not to be missed!

Featuring Hedda Lettuce, Six-time “Drag Queen 
of the Year” Award-winner (HX magazine)

TOSSED 
SALAD 2

“The Queen of Green,” Hedda 
Lettuce celebrates her sixth season at 
Act2PV with her one-woman Comedy/
Cabaret show, “Tossed Salad 2!”  Fresher 
comedy, crisper live singing, and cool 
light dancing will make this show the hit 
of the season! Hedda will toss your salad 
with her delicious brand of stand-up 
comedy, bawdy and biting all-live singing 
(NOT lip-synched), and incredible 
improvisational skills.  No two shows are 
alike, and laughter is guaranteed!

WHITNEY 
& WARWICK

A musical tribute to Whitney Houston 
& Dionne Warwick, featuring Vallarta’s 

#1 songstress, Diana Villamonte

Diana Villamonte, Voice of Mexico 
Runner-Up and international superstar, 
recreates her award-winning Whitney 
Houston show, making it a “family 
affair,” by also paying tribute to Whitney’s 
well-known cousin, Dionne Warwick! 
This tiny little gal with the powerhouse 
voice will be singing some of the most 
famous Whitney and Dionne songs, 
including The Morning I Wake Up, Say 
a Little Prayer for You, I Have Nothing, 
Greatest Love of All, That’s What 
Friends Are For, Saving All My Love 
for You… and many more favorites! 

EXTENDED BY POPULAR DEMAND!

For more information about Act2PV 
shows, or to order tickets, please go to 
the Act2PV website at www.act2pv.com  

Tickets are also available at the box office 
located upstairs at the corner of 
Basilio Badillo and Insurgentes, 

and is open from 4 to 10 p.m. every day.

Unapologetic and genuine, Steven’s 
versatile vocals and flexible body will leave 
you spellbound, taking you on a journey 
like none that you have ever experienced.
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While shooting music videos at 
Cuates y Cuetes in Puerto Vallarta 
one night, I heard someone say, 
“that’s how she makes her living,” 
obviously referring to me.  Well, I 
am not paid cash for my activities, 
but there are perks.  Besides 
having an excuse to follow my 
favorite musicians and learn more 
about their musical trajectory, I 
sometimes can enjoy exceptional 
experiences.  For example, the 
outstanding Latin Fusion band 
Media Luna invited me to introduce 
them at their Full Moon Concert 
at Bella’s Artes in San Miguel de 
Allende one weekend in 2019.  Not 
only was this a fantastic opportunity 
to be backstage with these talented 
musicians I so admire and feel part 
of the great production, but I was 

Memories of San Miguel de Allende and Media Luna
Christie Seeley
Vallartasounds.com

also able to spend time enjoying 
the beautiful city and its friendly 
inhabitants.

Hundreds of those people 
were filling the auditorium 
on Friday night, March 15 of 
2019.  Media Luna invited 
some marvelous guests, 
including local professional 
trumpeter Andrew Peruzzini.  
Joining Caleb’s lovely solo 
introduction to Joaquin 
Rodrigo’s Concierto de 
Aranjuez, he thrilled us with 
his trumpet playing as he 
descended the auditorium’s 
aisle to the stage walking by an 
astonished audience.  Peruzzini 
studied under the famous trumpeter 
and composer, Chuck Mangione 
who did a fine job.  His performance 
was impressive.  He joined the band 
on the stage as the group segued into 
the lively Caminos del Pan Bendito.  

He then contributed to several 
other pieces.  The very talented 
Charly Peña of Guadalajara joined 

on the flute, soprano sax and gena 
(an indigenous wood instrument) 
and charming Guilio Urango from 
Colombia provided accordion and 
voice.  The other talented members 
of the whole band of Media Luna 
for the season, Julio Rentería 
on bass and voice, his brother 
Armando on percussion, both from 
Queretaro, completed the group.  
Of course, the brothers Caleb and 
Jaír Cabrera’s outstanding guitars 
and their cousin Gibran Monzalvo 
Cabrera were ever-present.

The band played a second sold-
out show on Sunday in the beautiful 
patio of Paprika Restaurant.  After 
graduating from street corners and 
smaller gigs, they played their first 
actual show years ago at this venue 
when starting in San Miguel.  The 
owners of this lovely establishment, 
Jennifer and Eduardo, have been 

enthusiastic supporters of the group. 
Jair introduced the crowd to their 

new music, telling the audience 
of their evolution from 
pure gypsy rumba to the 
exciting new music they 
are producing today.  
Showcasing their versatility 
and love for their Latín 
American culture, they 
added elements to the 
band that allowed them to 
create a Latín Fusion music 
exciting and rich.  Pieces 
like the enchanting waltz 
from Oaxaca by Gerfardi 

Tamez Tierra Mestiza and the 
beautiful Colombian classic Fruta 
Fresca soared.  Added to that was 
a remarkable departure into the jazz 
number written by American jazz 
icon Lee Ritenour, Bahia Funk, 
showing us no boundaries to what 
this band can do.

I look forward to the near future 
when we can again experience 
these spectacular shows that Media 
Luna knows how to present.  The 
savvy people of San Miguel and 
Puerto Vallarta both recognize 
the tremendous talent of these 
young men.  They will continue to 
spirit them along in their pursuit 
of spreading the joy of their 
creative and ever-evolving music 
as we move to a more open and 
encouraging post-pandemic world.

For details see my website: 
vallartasounds.com
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Holistic Bio Spa is located in 
Plaza Marina, Local B-10.  Open 

Monday to Friday from 9 AM 
to 6 PM, Tel:  322-221-1607.  
www.HolisticBioSpa.com 

Email:  Info@HolisticBioSpa.com

Dr. Zoli

Jaqui Karr CSN, CVD.

Ever since I discovered the 
amethyst bed at the spa (You 
didn’t miss my article a few weeks 
ago on the quantum biofeedback 
treatment, did you?  No me diga!  
That’s ok.  Suffice it to say, it 
relaxes you at levels you have never 
experienced).  So for weeks now, 
I’ve been on a mission to sneak in 
and sleep on it overnight.

Tried to bribe the night guard: 
didn’t work. 

Tried to bribe the cleaning lady: 
really didn’t work.

So in my efforts to gain more 
intel, I needed to find a way to spend 
more time at the spa.  I scheduled 
10 glutathione nebulizer treatments 
(You didn’t miss my article on this 
too, did you?  My feelings are hurt, 
but you can make it up to me by 
telling Zoli to let me sleep on the 
amethyst bed overnight.  Promise 
you will?)  

Ok, we’re friends again, so let me 
tell you about what I discovered 
during my covert operation 
under the disguise of nebulizer 
treatments…

Zoli was walking by as I 
was doing a treatment and the 
conversation went like this:

“Jaqui, why don’t you do the foot 
detox while you are sitting there?”

“Zoli, I walk on the beach and 
swim in the ocean every day.  The 
negative ions are detoxing me, I 

The cheapest easiest deep detox you ever did
don’t need the foot bath, those are 
for people stuck inland”.

…one of the things I love about 
Zoli is that he’s not like the doctors 
in white lab coats that wag their 
finger at you and judge.  He has 
more knowledge and experience 
than them, helps people in awesome 
natural ways they can’t dream 
about, but he’s so kind about it… 

He just smiled and said: “Why 
don’t you just try one and see what 
happens?”

Hmm.  Ok.  So I did a foot detox.  
I expected nothing major to come 
out since I knew the negative ions 
from the ocean detox you.  My oh 
my oh my!  Did stuff ever come 
out!  And there’s only one word to 
describe it: YUCK (really technical 
word LOL).  But seriously: yuck, 
yuck, double yuck.  I can’t believe 
how much this tiny little device 
pulled out of my system. 

So the question is: do you want 
that yucky stuff in your body or in 
a bucket that gets flushed away?

Here it is, what you do and how 
it works.  You do nothing (I always 
love that).  Just put your feet in 
water like you would for a pedicure.  
They add salt, and a tiny device that 
runs electrical currents in the water 
(you feel nothing).  What you see: 
different story.  Within minutes 
you’ll see stuff, yucky stuff.  Within 
20 minutes, whoa. 

Let me warn you up front: if 
you look this up online, you’ll find 

all kinds of controversy on it and 
knuckleheads saying they don’t 
work and it’s just the water turning 
to rust.  

These are usually the same 
knuckleheads that tell you vaccines 
are good for you (they always give 
me a blank look when I tell them 
the UK, U.S. and Canada have paid 
out over $3 Billion dollars - that’s a 
B - to families of vaccine victims, 
with gag order of course).  Never 
pay attention to people who get 
off on so-called debunking (makes 
them feel important) and go see 
for yourself.  (Not talking about 
Covid19.)

When I had no access to ocean I 
used to do foot bath detoxes every 
year with my friend.  Her diet and 
lifestyle are very different from 
mine.  I’ve also gone with a client.  
The colors of toxins coming out of 
me was very different from hers.  
I’d like the naysayers to explain 
that to me.  If it was rust, it would 
always be same color, same texture.  
It’s not.  

When I took my client with me, I 
was suspecting her health problems 
were coming from metals.  Her 
water had sparkly little pieces in 
it, mine had none.  I told her to see 
her doctor and get a blood test, sure 
enough she was drowning in metals.

Colors can be indicative of 
what’s going on with your body.  
You might need a liver flush or ease 
off on yeast forming foods, etc. 

It doesn’t just pull toxins out of 
you, it communicates to you. 

By the way, the resident expert 
on these foot detoxes was Alicia 
Partida, she’s the Director of Client 
Services at Holistic Bio-Spa.  Talk 
to her for 5 minutes, you’ll feel 
like you meditated for 2 hours. Her 
energy is amazing.

So I’ll tell you what Zoli told 
me 5 days ago: “Why don’t you 
just try one and see what happens.” 
Call them, email them, send them a 
smoke signal.  Tell them Jaqui sent 
you and you want to un-yuck your 
body with a foot bath.  Try just one 
and then you can decide if you want 
another.  Bring a book and enjoy the 
relaxing down time as you un-yuck 
yourself. 

P.S.: I’m counting on you to 
vouch for me and tell Zoli to let 
me sleep on the amethyst lounger!
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Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available 
for appointments in person,  by phone, 
or by skype webcam.  Contact info:
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com  
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552 
or US cell: (312) 914-5203

People always ask how they can 
decide what to do when they don’t 
like the options they have to choose 
from; when neither are attractive.  
We all need to decide what we’d 
rather do or feel, or endure, or 
tolerate.  Which thing should we 
resolve and which should we allow 
or tolerate?  Both options are going 
to be painful and so my advice is 
“pick your pain!” 

Once I figured this out and learned 
to approach many decisions with this 
concept in mind, I became much less 
resistant and much more accepting.  
Here are a few everyday examples 
that you may relate to. 

a) taking medications to treat a 
problem that threatens your health or 
your mental well-being that stabilize 
or correct the condition versus not 
taking them because you don’t 
like the side effects (i.e.: decreased 
libido, headaches, constipation, 
lethargy, weight gain) and choosing 
not to treat the problem, continuing 
to suffer from high blood pressure or 
depression, etc.  

b) working in a job you really like, 
but not earning any money (totally 
commission pay with no sales) and 
feeling desperate every day because 
your very survival is threatened 
versus working a job that you don’t 

Pick your pain!

like or even hate, but it pays well and 
you are not stressed and able to pay 
bills and do things you enjoy.  

Now let’s consider some more 
difficult complicated situations… 
Note: I am going to refer to the 
person having an affair in a marriage 
and a person with addiction as male.  
This does not mean that women do 
not behave in the same manner or 
have the same problems. 

“Until death do us part” and 
forget the rest of the promises

The decision to cheat or have a 
long-term affair and not end the 
marriage: However much this 
defies what most of us believe to 
be appropriate behavior, there are 
several advantages.  An affair meets 
certain emotional and sexual needs 
outside of the marriage, which helps 
to decrease the tension and anger 
in order to go home to your wife 
and have a more civil or possible 
enjoyable relationship.  You also go 
home to your children, function as a 
family, and parent on a daily basis 
instead of living apart. 

On the other hand, if you divorce, 
imagine only seeing your children a 
few days a week or on the weekends, 
or if you live in different cities or 
states, maybe only spending time 

with them every other holiday or 
for summer break.  Not to mention, 
it is also much more cost efficient; 
cheaper to run one household than 
two. 

Of course, there are several 
disadvantages to having an affair and 
staying married, beginning with how 
difficult it is to live with the guilt and 
lies and to exert the energy necessary 
to protect your secret, or worse, to 
become complacent and eventually 
not care who finds out and who it 
hurts.  It is also a very temporary fix; 
underneath you are still unfulfilled 
and unhappy and probably resentful 
towards everyone involved for whom 
you’ve sacrificed and compromised 
your true happiness. 

On the other hand, remaining in a 
very unhappy marriage, maintains 
a very deep sadness that is always 
present, friends may notice that you 
don’t laugh the way you used to, or 
that you are quieter and not interested 
in things the way you used to be.  You 
may feel like you are wasting your 
life.  A sense of personal deprivation 
lingers making you feel suffocated, 
stunted, unable to grow and move 
beyond.  In essence, you feel held 
back like a captive bird that cannot 
fly. 

The thing is to determine which 
pain you absolutely cannot live 
with and which you would rather 
tolerate and endure, and looking 
back 10 years later which one will 
have the least regrets or the lesser 
consequences.  Pick you pain!

Should I keep living with the 
drugs that are killing me?

It is very common with addiction for 
the person to struggle tremendously 
with the decision to quit using or not.  
Just as in the marital affair example, 
there are several advantages and 
disadvantages.  From the addict’s 
perspective, life as he knows it 
includes his alcohol/drug use and he 
counts on it to soothe his pain and 
he feels better.  It is also fun.  He 
hangs out with his friends, picks up 
girls, dances without caring who is 
watching, and everyone likes him.  
He’s more seductive and enjoys sex 
more.  Since he’s more friendly and 

his defenses are down, he does better 
at work, is more creative or gets 
more sales.  He’s more patient with 
his children and he buys them more 
things.

Although the drugs soothe his 
pain, it is a temporary postponement 
of the inevitable.  He is miserable, 
suffering silently unable to admit 
it.  Some days he wants to ask for 
help and him alone so that he can 
escape into his intoxicated world.  
The idea of quitting and finally 
getting help frightens him because 
he cannot imagine life without his 
drugs; without his best friend.  He 
wonders how he will ever tolerate 
his feelings for more than 10 minutes 
without escaping or at least calming 
them.  What will life be like in his 
sober, raw, crude state?  Will he like 
himself?  Will other people like him? 

However, he can’t stand feeling 
“like shit” anymore.  He’s tired and 
desperately wants “his life back” or 
maybe the chance for a better life than 
he’s ever had and he knows that means 
he must chose to stop using and seek 
sobriety and recovery.  Both roads are 
painful.  He knows all too well the 
addiction road he’s been on and could 
easily continue, after all, it is familiar 
and wouldn’t require any effort or 
changes, even though it would most 
definitely be painful and eventually 
be fatal.  On the other hand, the road 
to recovery is unknown/ unfamiliar, 
and he’d have to meet new friends 
and learn new ways of thinking and 
behaving; nothing would stay the 
same.  It will be very difficult to make 
so many changes and worst of all, he 
will have to feel all of his feelings; all 
of that pain he spent so many years 
escaping and pretending wasn’t there.  
How will he face it all?  They often 
complain that “It’s going to hurt like 
hell.”  “That’s right,” I answer, “you 
will have to pick your pain.”
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Ricardo Mazcal

mazcalteotl@gmail.com
Herbalist, Nutritionist and self-proclaimed chocoholic

The Healing 
Power 

of Plants

Plant medicine is also known as Traditional Medicine, Herbalism, and 
Herbology.  It is the study of medicinal plants and the herbal actives 
which are in the leaves, flowers, bark or roots of plants and is also the 
study of the use of such actives or chemical compounds which have been 
the basis for medical treatments through much of human history, and is 
still widely practiced today!

Plant medicine has a history as long as the human race.  Our ancestors 
discovered that plants did more than nourish the body; they found plants 
could help people get better from whatever was making them sick.

Archaeologists discovered that medicinal plants date back to the 
Paleolithic age, approximately 60,000 years ago.  Written proof of herbal 
remedies goes back over 5,000 years to the Sumerians. 

The oldest practice and use of plant knowledge is Ayurveda medicine 
from India and is more than 5,000 years old.  Ayurveda gave us the power 
of turmeric, with a plethora of benefits. It also teaches about hundreds of 
herbs and spices, including NEEM; the Neem tree is the local pharmacy 
for the Hindu people.

The second oldest practice is Traditional Chinese Medicine, in 
continuous use for more than 4,000 years.

The third oldest practice of plant knowledge and use is The Herbolaria 
Mexicana which has been in continuous use for over 3,000 years and 
was used by the Olmec, Toltec and Aztec cultures.  When the Spanish 
arrived in the new world in 1492, the Catholic priests destroyed all the 
Aztecs’ libraries.  

The Spanish could not kill all the curanderos or Aztec healers; through 
them, the knowledge survived.  Franciscan monks tried to salvage 
some of that knowledge; see the surviving Badianus codex.  Herbolaria 
Mexicana plant knowledge continues today by curanderos teaching the 
next generation.  Herbolaria Mexicana provides us with a notable root - 
Chilcoatl - a potent analgesic, anti-mitotic, antibiotic, antiviral, and much 
more.

In all of Mexico, in the weekly open-air markets known as tianguis, 
you can find curanderos with different specialties and businesses selling 
small bags of dry medicinal plants, vendors selling live medicinal plants, 
herbs, extracts and tinctures.

In the western world, especially in the US, allopathic medicine took 
root and holistic medicine, viewed as old fashioned and unscientific, was 
pushed more and more into oblivion.  In Europe, Mexico and Asia, with 
centuries more behind them of holistic practices, both schools of thought 
and medical practices are accepted and sometimes integrated.  However, 
in the United States, allopathic medicine has taken firm hold and control 
and is trying to stamp out any other form of health care.  The obvious has 
surfaced, and people in the US and Canada have witnessed the limitations 
and shortfalls of allopathic medicine.  Despite that, pharmaceutical 
companies have almost total control of the population.

Part 1 of 2
Plant Medicine

Herbal preparations
Herbal preparations can be taken internally or can be applied topically.  

There are many forms in which herbs can be used; the most common 
are herbal teas, plant extracts, a dry formula packaged in capsules, or 
compressed powder tablets.

Herbal teas or tisanes are the resulting liquid of extracting the herbal 
compounds, aroma and taste by boiling the herbs with water, though they 
are made in a few different ways.  

Infusions are hot water extracts of herbs, such as green and black tea, 
cinnamon and apple tea, lemon tea, etc. 

Decoctions are long-term boiled extracts, usually of harder substances 
like roots or bark. 

Maceration is the cold infusion of plants with high mucilage content 
like thyme.  

To make macerates, plants are chopped and added to cold water or oil.  
They are then left to stand for hours or weeks.

Tinctures are alcoholic extracts of herbs, which are much stronger 
than herbal teas.  Tinctures are usually obtained by combining the herb 
with 90% or more pure ethanol or a mixture of 100% ethanol with water.  
These are called hydro-alcoholic extracts.  Alcohol-based tinctures are 
made with high alcohol content using commercial products like raicilla, 
vodka or sugar cane alcohol.  A completed tincture contains at least 25% 
and up to 90% ethanol.  Herbal wine and elixirs are alcoholic extracts of 
herbs.  Extracts also include liquid and dry types.

Liquid extracts have a lower ethanol percentage than tinctures.
Dry extracts are plant materials where all moisture is evaporated.  The 

plant or herb can then be ground and made into powder to be further 
refined and packaged in the form of a capsule or tablet.

Topical applications, essential oils, creams, lotions and salves will be 
discussed next week in Plant Medicine, Part 2.

If you have any comments or questions, contact me by email or find 
me at the Artisan Friday Morning Market in local #3 Rio Cuale island 
next to Oscar’s restaurant or at Arte Viviente (Living Art), 303 Libertad, 
downtown Vallarta, Monday and Wednesday, from 3 p.m. to closing.

At Arte Viviente, you can find many organic products and supplements, 38 
different spices and many GMO-free.  Organic coffees, turmeric tincture, plus 
various types of honey.  Also, Ceylon cinnamon, apple cider vinegar with the 
Mother, probiotics and prebiotics Maz-mix, moringa leaf and powder, tinctures, 
herbal supplements and all products mentioned in this article at Arte Viviente.  
They ship everywhere and accept PayPal and credit cards.  Please ontact Marcia 
Blondin, 322 159 9675, for assistance.  Email me at mexicasupplement@
gmail.com for information about herbal supplements, tinctures, antiviral herbs 
to achieve your nutrition and health goals.
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Krystal Frost
For questions and comments - 
Cell: 322 116-9645 
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

The Science of it.
Imagine the director of a big 

company announcing an important 
decision and justifying it with 
it being based on a gut feeling.  
This would be met with disbelief 
– surely important decisions 
have to be thought over carefully, 
deliberately and rationally?  Then 
again, how about the guy who 
makes spontaneous decisions 
and is a notoriously successful 
businessman.  Nevertheless, 
relying on your intuition generally 
has a bad reputation, especially in 
the Western part of the world where 
analytic thinking has been steadily 
promoted over the past decades.  
Emotions, intuition also known as 
gut feelings are viewed as fallible, 
feminine whimsical tools.

A primal connection exists 
between our brain and our 
gut.  We often talk about a “gut 
feeling” when we meet someone 
for the first time.  We’re told to 
“trust our gut instinct” when 
making a difficult decision or that 
it’s “gut check time” when faced 
with a situation that tests our 
nerve and determination.  This 
mind-gut connection is not just 

That gut 
feeling…

metaphorical.  
Our brain and gut 

are connected by an 
extensive network of 
neurons and a highway 
of chemicals and 
hormones that constantly 
provide feedback about 
how hungry we are, 
whether or not we’re 
experiencing stress, or if 
we’ve ingested a disease-
causing microbe.  

This information 
superhighway is called 
the brain-gut axis and 
it provides constant 
updates on the state of 
affairs at your two ends.  That 
sinking feeling in the pit of your 
stomach after looking at your post 
credit card bill is a vivid example 
of the brain-gut connection at 
work.  You’re stressed and your 
gut knows it - immediately. 

It’s like our brain does the 
processing, but our emotions and 
intuition give the details.  Every 
cell has an opinion… there’s a 
bunch of scientific information 
you can research on the subject.  
This attitude is based on a myth of 

cognitive progress.  Emotions are 
actually not dumb responses that 
always need to be ignored or even 
corrected by rational faculties.  
They are appraisals of what you 

have just experienced or thought 
of – in this sense, they are also a 
form of information processing.

This circuitry of neurons, 
hormones, and chemical 
neurotransmitters not only sends 
messages to the brain about 
the status of our gut, it allows 
for the brain to directly impact 
the gut environment.  The rate 
at which food is being moved 
and how much mucus is lining 
the gut - both of which can be 
controlled by the central nervous 

system - have a direct impact on 
the environmental conditions 
the microbiota experiences and 
the flight/fight situations we 
find ourselves in often.  Even 

if we don’t register it on a 
conscience level, our gut gets 
it.

You know the expressions 
like “I had butterflies in 
my stomach”, “I felt like I 
swallowed a stone”, “A knot 
in my stomach”, and…

Nausea caused by stress or 
fear, loss of appetite, etc.

So it comes down to our 
gut is connected to our 
emotions.  Many stomach 
and digestion setbacks can 
be due to emotions and stress 
such as acidity, irritable bowel 
syndrome, constipation, 
inflammation, indigestion.

It has come to light that it’s 
worse for the kids. 

I had a friend once tell me 
to run choices through my gut.  
If I felt a warm, soft feeling, it 
was intuitively sound, however, 
if I felt anxious or a hardening of 
the belly, it would be better not to 
move forward, or wait until things 
changed.  That still works for me.

* Ramiro’s framing shop. 
   (342 V. Carranza)
* Timothy Real Estate 
   (by Rivera Molino)
* Los Mercados 
   (265 Aquiles Serdan)

* Tourismo Office (City Hall)
* Malecon Tourist Info Booths
* Arte Viviente 
(303 Libertad)

* Plaza Caracol | 
    L’Oreal Paris Salon 
    (Local 6A-A in front 
    of Soriana’s cashier #16)
* Tourist Info Booth at La Isla
* Hotels

* Master Baiter’s    
   (Between docks A and B)
* Hotels & 
   Condo Towers
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Harriet Murray

Can be contacted at 
harriet@casasandvillas.com  | 
www.casasandvillas.com

Harriet Murray

If you have found a 
property, and you want 
an offer, I recommend the 
following:

Your offer should include 
time for you to conduct due 
diligence, an inspection, or 
other concerns.

Beware of your having 
to put your deposit into the 
escrow company before these 
issues are resolved. Mexico 
does not require funds to be 
put up by the buyer in order 
to have a binding offer.   

In fact, the country does not 
require escrow.  But for you, 
as a foreign buyer, these two issues 
are important to understand for your 
safety.  

You can put your escrow deposit 
into the title company once you 
have accepted the results of your 
due diligence.  Don’t be convinced 
to do otherwise by an agent who 
doesn´t know the facts.  This might 
be a way to get you to comply 
faster, but you do not need to send 
money in advance of diligence on 
your behalf. 

What buyers should know about real estate 
escrow and deposits

Mexican real estate

If you withdraw from the offer, 
then you don´t have to fight to get 
your funds back from the escrow, 
because you did not deposit them 
you accept the inspection results 
and legal review.  Many times, the 
title company may require your 
signature and the sellers.  This is 
to protect their company from legal 
issues, but it may take a lot of time 
and the procedures are not the same 
as you would expect. 

You send the second deposit, or 
balance of the purchase price into 

the escrow company several days 
ahead of closing.  

Title insurance is offered, and you 
have to decide if you want to pay 
for this. 

Insurance is not required for a 
purchase, or for a mortgage.   

It is optional.  Be sure to check 
with your attorney or notary if 
there are issues, which warrant 
insurance.  Some of the reasons to 
buy title insurance are if 
the property is adjoining 
the federal maritime zone, 
is over a million USD 
purchase price, or research 
discovers the property has 
had problems in the past.  

You are better served 
to ask how the process is 
different from what you 
know if you are buying 
in a different country.  
Others may let you assume 
procedures, which do not 
exist.  With some much 
information available 
to us, we can become 
overwhelmed with details 
and start relying on our 
prior experience.  In this 
day and time, we have to be 
aware of lack of knowledge 
and dishonesty from people 
working with us. 

Buying real estate is a 
very serious step to take 
in any country, even if it is 
your own.  For foreign real 
estate, you need a new set 
of glasses. 

This article is based upon legal opinions, 
current practices and my personal 
experiences in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahia 
de Banderas areas.  I recommend that 
each potential buyer or seller conduct his 
own due diligence and review.  
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Ronnie Bravo
Ron can be found at CANMEX 
Computers. www.RonnieBravo.com 
Sales, Repairs, Data Recovery, 
Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades, 
Graphic Design, House-calls available. 
Cellular 322-157-0688 or just email to 
Canmex@Gmail.com

Most people who are reading 
this are finding more time on their 
hands at home (or they should be).  
So getting an early jump on your 
spring cleaning around the house 
or in your garage is not a bad way 
to get your head out of the news of 
the day.  We all need to clean out 
our closets and kitchen cupboards 
of unused clutter or things not 
used occasionally (unless you’re a 
candidate for the “Hoarders” TV 
show), so the same should be done 
for your computer.

We’ve all been guilty of 
downloading a program to “try” and 
then you didn’t like it or just forgot 
about it.  Uninstalling un-needed 
/ unused programs can help speed 
things up and help your computer 
perform noticeably faster.  

Go to the control panel and 
select Add/Remove programs.  Go 
through the list and take out that 
old Mahjong or messenger program 
you never use anymore.  Be careful 
not to take out just any program.  
Just because you’ve never heard 
of a program in the list, doesn’t 
mean it’s not a necessary program.  
You may find your wireless mouse 
missing after a reboot.  Always best 

Spring housecleaning…
to Google the name of a program if 
you’re not sure about it.  You may 
find it’s attached to something you 
need.

Some people ask about 
reinstalling their whole operating 
system in order to regain speed lost 
over the years.  This is a bit of a pain 
to do, with back-up of your data, 
and then reinstall all your favorite 
programs, but the increase in speed 
and performance, can make you 
feel like you have a brand new 
computer!

Making sure you have the latest 
versions of programs, can help your 
internet experience as well.  Go 
through and make sure you have 
the latest Windows or Mac updates, 
and smaller apps like Acrobat 
Reader.  With many smaller apps, 
updates are “recommended” but not 
mandatory.  You’d be surprised how 
many computers I come across still 
with Acrobat Reader 7.0!  Acrobat 
Reader DC, version 20, just came 
out earlier this month.  Having 
these programs up to date will 
help you when surfing the internet.  
Web designers love to include 
features from the latest programs in 
websites.  Don’t get left out!!

Now some of you are still running 
Windows 7, Vista and even some 
XP computers out there!  You may 
have noticed some webpages are 
not opening properly in Internet 
Explorer anymore.  A big part of 
the problem is that Microsoft in all 
its wisdom has stopped updating 
Internet Explorer for Win7/Vista 
systems, several years ago. 

Those systems are limited to 
running the older Internet Explorer 
9, meanwhile the rest of the world 
is now enjoying Internet Explorer 
11 or the newer Edge browser in 
Windows 10.  IE9 is having more 
and more problems handling 
modern webpages.

One way around this problem, if 
you’re not ready to buy that new 
computer yet, is to download and 
use Google Chrome as you internet 
browser.  Google is no longer 
doing updates to Chrome on Win7 
systems… but it is at least a few 
years more modern than Internet 
Explorer.  You can download it at 
www.google.com/chrome

Make sure your antivirus is up 
to date and do a manual complete 
scan of your computer occasionally.  
Generally this can take a couple 
of hours, so plan to do it when 
you won’t need to chat with the 
family for a few hours.  A nasty 
spyware or virus can eat up all your 
internet bandwidth and/or your 
computer’s processor speed.  A little 
housekeeping can go a long way!

Now, I mention this every few 
months, but with these extra days 
at home, now is a good time to 
strengthen those online passwords as 
well.  In creating a strong password, 
stay away from dictionary words is 
a must.  An effective (and hard to 
crack) password is one that is not 
a word at all.  Make sure there is 
a capital letter, a number and even 
throw in a symbol like # or @ or 
$.  Change and strengthen your 
passwords today!

Of course, if you’re going to 
make stronger passwords, you’re 
going to need to keep track of them 
by writing them down and keeping 

them in a safe place, or you can get 
a good password manager program, 
to handle things for you.  It doesn’t 
do any good to make the password 
stronger and then lock yourself out 
of that account!

Some of my clients also couldn’t 
remember their “secret questions” 
they originally setup with the online 
email account (Hotmail, Yahoo or 
Gmail) 5, 10 or 15 years ago.  So 
doing a simple password reset 
was not possible.  While you can 
still access your account, now is a 
good time to update your security 
questions.

Make sure you write down your 
security questions / answers and 
check also your recovery phone 
numbers are up to date.  The big 
email companies also require you 
set up a phone recovery option and 
they call or text you with a recovery 
code to get you back into your 
email account.  But I’ve heard more 
and more from clients “oh… I don’t 
have that phone number anymore.”  
If you don’t keep that security 
recovery info up to date, it will do 
you no good when a crisis hits!

Well, that’s about it for 2020 
(thank gawd).  On behalf of our 
family to yours, I’d like to take 
this opportunity to wish you all a 
Happy Holiday Season (or insert 
you preferred holiday greeting…) 
and here’s hoping 2021 is a better 
one for all of us.  Feliz Año Nuevo!

That’s all my time for now.  If 
you’d like to download this article 
or previous ones, you can do so 
at www.RonnieBravo.com and 
click on “articles”.  See you again 
next week... until then, remember: 
only safe Internet! AND stay 
safe personally by staying home 
as much as possible AND using a 
mask when out!
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Web page:  www.MasterBaiters.com.mx  
Local Phone at:  322 779 7571 or 
our international number is: 011 52 
322 209 1128 10 to 9 local time. 
#MasterBaitersSportfishing on Instagram
Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing and Tackle 
is protected under trade mark law and 
is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)
Stan Gabruk

It’s funny how things work out 
around here.  When winter arrives, 
tourism’s high season begins.  But 
as high season begins, the high 
season of fishing comes to an end.  
There is a small timeframe where 
great weather and great fishing 
overlap.  Sadly, that timeframe 
is not right now.  That doesn’t 
mean the fishing is “bad”.  It just 
means most of our summer species 
favorites like Dorado, Marlin and 
Sailfish are not on the catchable 
fish list for now.  While one of 
the top favorites, Yellowfin Tuna, 
is always in the area, they’re 
smaller at this time of the 
year.  Yes, we have Striped 
Marlin, but they prefer cooler 
water temperatures.  Frankly, 
I’m surprised they’re still 
in our world class fishing 
grounds.  But things change 
rapidly around here.  Soon 
the water temperatures will 
we warming up, the Whales 
will be leaving and Sailfish 
will be the first Billfish to 
come back into the area.  For 
now, we’re seeing shorter day 
action for those not looking to 
boat Moby Dick.  It’s a great 

Winter fishing conditions continue, 
Stripers off Punta Mita, 

Snappers move in

time for family fishing where your 
younger family members are going 
to be larger than the fish they just 
caught!

Corbeteña this week is much the 
same as last week, big surprise, 
right?  There are still Yellowfin 
Tuna but they’re only 25-30 lbs.  
Stripers are all over the area, but 
they’re spread out.  Having said 
that, you can find Stripers to 150 
lbs. roaming the area.  Another nice 
species biting are Cubera Snapper 
at 50 lbs.  A great white meat fish, 
they’re taking trolled baits, but 
bottom fishing is a better option 

if targeting them.  One interesting 
thing is we have a different kind 
of bait fish moving in.  Sardines, 
Flying fish and Goggle eyes are 
replacing the Krill Squid and 
Shrimp.  But there are still some 
4 to 5-inch Squid in the area, this 
should help the Yellowfin Tuna 
population increase in both size 
and numbers, stay tuned.

One interesting thing: Striped 
Marlin, a.k.a. Stripers, are 
anywhere from 2 miles to 20 
miles off the point of Punta Mita 
on a heading of 330.  With plenty 
of Sardines in the area, this will 
help the “cause” for sure.  Jack 
Crevalle are picking up in number 
and they’re feeding on Sardines as 
well, that’s a good thing.  There 
could be some Snappers in the 
area, but don’t bet the farm on it!  
Water is a high visibility blue and 
anything can happen for the lucky.  
The area around El Moro is where 
you’ll find Pargo, not Red Snapper, 
but in the family running 20 to 30 
lbs.  Jack Crevalle 20 to 45 lbs. and 
Sierra Mackerel are about all that’s 
in the area right now.  Trolled 
Rapallas have been working well, 
so keep this to yourself!

Inside the bay, the song remains 
much the same.  With the cooler 
water temperatures, Sea Bass are 
still in front of the river mouths and 
secret spot “holes”.  Jack Crevalle 
are picking up in numbers, but 

they’re still nowhere near 
the numbers they normally 
are.  Sierra Mackerel aren’t 
the largest fish in the Bay 
of Banderas, but they’re 
the most abundant, easy to 
find and great tasting too.  
Occasional Snook are also 
found in the sweet water or 
fresh water where it mixes 
with the salty ocean water.  
Another surprise this week is 
Striped Marlin are showing 
up around Los Arcos!  With 
some luck, anything is 
possible in the bay right now 

and I’m expecting some Pargo to 
follow soon.

Water temperatures are still 
between 72 and 74 degrees.  A bit 
warmer than what we’d expect at 
this time of the year, but it doesn’t 
seem to be affecting the local 
species any.  Water temperatures 
have stayed pretty steady but will 
soon be warming up.  If interested 
in Sea Bass and Grouper, you’ll 
need to get off the couch and call 
me!  The bite is late morning, 
about 11:00 so don’t get out of bed 
too early or head out even earlier.  
Normally at the end of March the 
Whales move out, but Sailfish 
will move in.  Something to look 
forward to. 

If you’re looking for Tours, 
Airport Transfers, private tours 
or any kind of vacation support 
give us a call. My Tour expert 
Benjamin would be happy to show 
you something a little different in a 
fun and affordable way. 

Until next week, don’t forget to 
Kiss Your Fish!
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Emergency

- Fridays – Virtual Shabbat Services until 
further notice. Info & Reservations: 

Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com

PLEASE NOTE! Both Saturday markets 
and the Cuale Artisan Friday Market

(on the Isla Cuale) are open!  
Check them out on Facebook.

SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal 
rescued by the SPCA, please contact:

spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for events 
that do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON 
FACEBOOK!

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- 
charity groups and non-profit organizations 
in and around PV, you may want to check out: 
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php

The Historical Naval Museum (right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) may still be open.  $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla usually performed @ 6 p.m. on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.

Solution to crossword page 35

Solution to sudoku page 35

- Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 
p.m. - El Salado Estuary Mangrove used to offer 

tours with bilingual guides, which could be reserved 
at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539.  They also 

offered a beautiful virtual tour.  Please check out 
their Facebook page for more information: 
https://www.facebook.com/esteroelsalado

- Monday to Friday - City Walking Tours 9 a.m. 
& 12 noon – Meet 15 minutes early at the Tourism 

office at City Hall by the main square.  Social 
distancing, face masks, comfortable clothes & 

antibacterial gel required.  Saturdays @ 9 a.m.
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Solution on Page 34

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row, 
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box). 

Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits 
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain 
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.

It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might 
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline 
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle

Solution on Page 34

Timothy Polin | Edited by: Will Shortz  |       New York Times

The New York Times Tuesday Crossword Puzzle




